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Any degree of impairment of the ability to receive
communications from others through auditory channels may
be partially compensated for through the use of visual
sensory channels.

This process, variously called lipread-

ing, speechreading, and visual speech reception (VSR) is
incompletely understood.

Study of the VSR process should

aid in the development of improved techniques for teaching
the process to the deaf and hard-of-hearing, and it should
also enhance the understanding of interpersonal communication in normal hearing individuals.
Indications are that early life experiences either
facilitate or hamper the development of tendencies toward
seeking to understand the communication of others.

The

interpersonal mother-child matrix, for example, may lead
a child to develop the idea that communication with others
is desirable, in which case such an individual would
develop into a better receiver than an individual who had
learned that communication with others is undesirable, or
at least, not desirable.
Work on the concept of arousal has lead to the
realization that whether one attends to certain environmental stimuli to the exclusion of others partly depends
upon which stimuli are positively arousing.

Stimuli which

are positively arousing for some persons are not for
others, and this differentiation may be based upon the
quality of experience one has previously had with the
particular complexes of stimuli in question.

Thus there

are operational supports for those writers who believe
that the quality of the mother-child relationship may
lead one to tend to either seek out or avoid messages
from others.
Cattell's conception of personality structure has

developed from his empirical finding that groups of people demonstrate a number of consistent interrelationships
which probably operate as the underlying sources of observed behavior.

These traits may be measured using the

16 Personality Factor Questionnaire (I6 PF). A major aim
of this study involved determining whether or not certain
of these source traits are related to VSR.
Hypotheses were proposed as follows:

VSR was ex-

pected to be positively related to I6 PF source traits A
(emotional warmth vs. coldness), F (surgency-desurgency),
and I (sensitivity vs. tough-mindedness). VSR was expected
to be negatively related to source trait L (suspiciousnesstrustfulness).

In addition, VSR was expected to be su-

perior in females, to be correlated with intelligence, and
to be related to speed of conditioning.
Sixty-two college students were administered a
film test of lipreading replicated from a carefully researched and standardized instrument.

The I6 PF and the

Otis Employment Tests were administered, and the first 31
subjects were conditioned--using a shock for the unconditioned stimulus (UCS) and a click for the conditioned
stimulus (CS). The data were factor analyzed and subjected to a multiple linear regression analysis.
Results indicated that several of Cattell's source
traits were significantly related to VSR.

An unhypothe-

sized relationship also developed, revealing that dominance

or assertiveness (trait E) was negatively related to VSR
performance, as was suspiciousness (trait L).

Sensitivity

(trait I) was an im.portant quality in good VSR performance,
and females were far superior to males, as was anticipated.
Neither intelligence nor conditionability produced significant correlations with VSR performance.
Five factors were extracted, one of which was
clearly a VSR factor.

Factor loadings included VSR,

"femaleness," trustfulness, warmth, openness, sensitivity,
lack of compensatory dominance needs, and expediency.
This study produced results which justify further
study of the communication process through an examination
of VSR.

These results were discussed in light of Young's

thesis that organisms indulge in activities which follow
a hedonlc principle of maximizing the positive and minimizing the negative.

The importance of the cognitive

control principles of field articulation and scanning were
also discussed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Communication among individuals is one of the
most studied and least understood of human endeavors.
These studies range at all levels, from the analysis of
information "bits" to the examination of hypothesized
group interaction processes in group psychoanalysis.

Few

would deny that the stimulus for these investigations
lies within each separate individual, each of whom approaches and, to some degree, resolves the problem--and
the adventure--of interpersonal communication in his own
way.
Impairment of the ability to communicate can
create serious problems for an individual, and it is with
special concern for those with communicative disorders
that this research is presented.

The deaf and hard of

hearing possess a communicative disorder which involves
a total or partial blocking of the auditory sensory
channel.

Such a disability either removes or makes less

useful one of the more important sensory avenues by which
communications from others might be received.
Partial compensation for this disability can be
obtained through the use of the visual sensory channel to
1

receive the spoken words of others.

This process,

variously called lipreading, speechreading, and visual
speech reception (VSR), is utilized to varying degrees
by everyone whose visual receptor system is intact, but
it becomes acutely important for the individual who is
deaf or hard-of-hearing.
Attempts to understand the process of VSR should
lead to improvements in the teaching of this skill, and
may also provide insight into the development of general
personality characteristics such as a willingness to
receive the communications of others.

This study will

examine some of the variables which are significantly
associated with the VSR process.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In reviewing those aspects of the literature
pertinent to this study, five areas are summarized.

In

the first of these, an operational definition of visual
speech reception (VSR) is presented.

Second, the rele-

vance of the development of the interpersonal communication process to effective VSR is reported.

Third, a large

segment of research having to do with the arousal concept
as it pertains to this subject is surveyed.

Fourth, the

possible relationship between VSR and personality variables,
sex, and intelligence is examined.

Finally, the probable

relationship between speed of conditioning and effectiveness of VSR is inspected.
Operational Definition of VSR
Lloyd (1964) has pointed out that the variables
facilitating VSR are only vaguely known.

Even definitions

of the process differ in their emphasis, although all
stress the comprehension of speech by use of the visual
sense.

Some Investigators have drawn attention to the

movements on the lips of the speaker.

Nitchie (1912, 1913)

defined lipreading as an art that comprises fundamentally

two different skills:

one, the ability to recognize

quickly the sound and word formations as shown by the
visible organs of speech, and two, the ability to grasp
the thought of the speaker.

Olson (I967) has provided

some support for this view in a study which suggested
that "the initial language systems of the deaf seem to be
based on rapidity of visual perception" (p. 359)- Bruhn
(1947) also used the term lipreading, defining it as the
"art of understanding a speaker's thought by watching
movements on the lips and other organs of speech" (p. 8).
But Ferreri (1914), Stobschinski (1928),
Morkovin (1947), O'Neill and Oyer (I96I), Harris (I963),
and Myklebust (1964) have all used, and in most cases
preferred, terms other than "lipreading," and gave far
less priority to the lips of the speaker in their definitions of the process.

Ferreri, Morkovin, Harris and

Myklebust all used the term "speechreading" (although
Harris often returned to the use of "lipreading" despite
her statement that "it implies considerably more than
that" [1963, p. 28]). Stobschinski regarded lipreading
as a form of "speech thinking," while Mason preferred the
term "visual hearing."

O'Neill and Oyer stated that "lip-

reading is the correct identification of thoughts transmitted via the visual components of oral discourse" (I96I,
p. 2 ) , and they shortened this to "visual thought comprehension."

For purposes of this research the operational

definition of the process to be studied follows Lloyd's
(1964) descriptive title, "visual speech reception" (VSR).
Development of the Interpersonal
Communication Process
One of the first things a child begins to learn
is something about the process of communication.

It

seems likely that the child learns to respond to the cues
of the significant adults around him very early in life
(Sullivan, 1953).

The developing child learns that some

of his behavior has meaning, based upon the reactions of
the people around him, and he learns to replace personalized, idiosyncratic behaviors with behavior having
interpersonal significance (Snygg and Combs, 1949).
These "reactions" to his behavior are probably critical;
as Spitz (1965) said, there appear to be differences in
social behavior between children whose mothers establish
a reciprocal "dialogue" with them and those whose mothers
fail to provide this dynamic element.

If the dialogue

is present the child is more likely to seek out other
human faces in the second half of the first year, rejecting inanimate artifacts of the human face.

Spitz, speak-

ing of Harlow's studies (e.g., 1962), accounted for the
destructive effect of the inanimate surrogate mothers on
the later social behavior of young monkeys as being partly
the result of the lack of reciprocity between surrogate

mother and baby monkey.

In humans the dialogue may be

most important in the development in the child of an expectancy that social interaction will be rewarding for him.
This same reciprocity enables the child to refine
his tool for interacting with others—his language.

This

tool is more useful to him the better able he is to understand its effects upon others.

The messages he sends out

are not always going to be received, and "he progressively
learns to distinguish successful from unsuccessful messages
by the reinforcement he obtains for various attempts to
communicate" (Beier, 1966).
Similarly, Bettelheim (1967) posited the "process
of mutuality," which contained all the essentials of a truly
intimate, personal relationship.

He preferred the term

mutuality to reciprocity because mutuality emphasized what
goes on within the mother and child at the same time something is going on betv/een them.
Mowrer, generalizing from his research with talking
birds, suggested that the inclination to develop communication tools such as speech develops out of the emotional
attachments of the child to the parent (1952).

Similarly,

as Brodbeck and Irwin have pointed out, the "mothered"
child vocalized more than the infant which was given physical care but not maternal attention (1946).
The child's need to communicate becomes more
intense as his early, generalized feelings of comfort or
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discomfort become more differentiated.

He may learn that

crying when he is hungry brings food, and this leads to a
belief that he has some control over the world, provided
he communicates with it.

If he is never fed when crying

he may learn that there is nothing he can do at that time
to alter the painful circumstances.

Thus, as Dollard and

Miller (1950) have pointed out, the child's attempts to
communicate may lead to a fulfillment of his needs or, on
the other hand, the child may develop attitudes and behaviors which would put less emphasis upon communication
as a valuable, rewarding process.

What the child does in

the future may be the result of what he has learned about
what he does.
It may be that in this way one achieves certain
perceptions about oneself in relation to others.

One

might, perhaps partly as a result of the early dialogue,
have "a sense of his presence in the world as a real,
alive, whole, and, in a temporal sense, a continuous person.

As such, he can live out into the world and meet

others; a world and others experienced as equally real,
alive, whole, and continuous" (Laing, 1965, p. 39). This
is Laing's expression of a state of primary ontological
security (ontological meaning "being"), while its opposite
state is primary ontological insecurity.

In this latter

state an individual's experiences lack any unquestionable,
self-validating certainties.

In its extreme, the
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individual does not feel real and alive, he lacks a sense
of being an entity, with continuity in time and a location
in space.

He may feel "precariously differentiated from

the rest of the world, so that his identity and autonomy
are always in question" (Laing, I965, p. 42).
The importance here is the usefulness of Laing's
construct of primary ontological security in understanding
the development of the communication process.

There is a

movement toward or away from interpersonal communication
depending upon one's position on the security-insecurity
continuum.
In the individual whose own being is secure in this
primary experiential sense, relatedness with others
is potentially gratifying; whereas the ontologlcally
insecure person is preoccupied with preserving
rather than gratifying himself: the ordinary circumstances of living threaten his low threshold of
security (Laing, 1965, P- 42).
In effect he becomes less able to share his experiences
with other people or to have them share their experiences
with him.

It follows, then, that the value one places

upon interpersonal communication is closely related to the
state of primary ontological security or insecurity one
has developed.
The process of developing this idea that relatedness with others is potentially gratifying is perhaps
clearly summarized by Young's (I967) statement that animals
are observed to organize, repeat, and learn adaptive patterns of behavior that maximize the positive and minimize

the negative.

One who, as a result of positive experiences,

places higher value upon Interpersonal communication will
develop patterns of behavior that maximize successful communication.

Similarly, as Bettelheim has pointed out, it

is the child's expectation that something outside of him
will satisfy his needs that "powerfully increases his interest in the world and his impulse to learn more about
it" (1967, p. 24).
If an individual has learned, as a result of the
interpersonal mother-child matrix (Shervanian, 1967)3 that
communication with others is desirable, it is logical to
assume that he will attempt to make maximum use of all
receptor channels.

Disruption of any of these channels

certainly increases the communicative importance of the
remaining sensory avenues, but even without such disruption
individuals tend to vary in the extent to which they receive communications through one sensory channel or
another.
In any case, a considerable portion of the receptive communicative process is visual, whether or not all
sensory channels are unimpaired.

Where the auditory

channel is impaired, the visual aspect assumes more importance.

Indeed, the study of VSR aids the understanding of

that process of reaching out toward others, expecting
something of value to come from the interaction.

In a

general way knowledge of the variables important in VSR
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thus enhances our knowledge of the role of personality
and behavior qualities in communication.
Arousal Concept
The speed of visual perception of form doubtless
is an important variable in lipreading, but form perception is evidently not independent of the emotional context
in which the patterned stimuli are presented.

Indeed, the

process of visual speech reception may very will be closely
linked to the emotional state of the receiver.
This term "emotion" has been under attack for some
time, at least since Duffy's (1934) contention that it
should be abandoned.

It seemed to her that all behavior

has both a "directive" aspect and an "energy-mobilizing"
aspect, V7ith distinguishable determinants for each.

Duffy

felt that energy mobilization, now more often called activation or arousal, could be measured by electrical phenomena of the skin (the psychogalvanic response [PGR], or
galvanic skin response [GSR]), by the electroencephalogram
(EEC), and by muscle tension, all of which have in some
way been used in the study of emotional expression (Duffy,
1951, 1957; Arnold, i960).
A number of other writers have emphasized energy
mobilization, activation, or arousal in their work.

Linds-

ley (1951), as Young has emphasized, has shown that "every
receptor stimulation contributes a bit of nonspecific
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excitation that tones up the cerebral cortex" (Young,
1967, p. 37). Lindsley found that the effect of emotion
on the EEG is that it produces an "activation" pattern,
characterized by reduction or elimination of synchronized
(alpha) rhythms and the Induction of low amplitude fast
activity.

He noticed that this pattern was similar to

that produced by sensory stimulation and problem-solving,
which are presumably activation states.
Lindsley has done considerable work on the ascending reticular activating system (ARAS), or reticular formation, which he believes is a major neural mechanism
underlying emotional reactions (Lindsley, 1958).

Lindsley

has found that elimination of the ARAS does not prevent
sensory messages from traveling to the cortex over classical sensory pathways, yet without the ARAS the animal
(or human) does not respond to these messages in a discriminatory way.

From this he inferred "that elaboration

and integration of messages received at the cortex in
order for perception to occur are dependent upon the ARAS,
and probably also the diffuse projection nuclei of the
thalamus (p. 73)«
Furthermore, the direct stimulation of the reticular formation during the performance of a perceptual task
has facilitated the performance of that task.

Fuster

(1958) showed that rhesus monkeys made discriminations
more quickly and more accurately while their reticular
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formations were being stimulated through implanted electrodes.

Lindsley (1957) showed that if two brief light

flashes v/ere presented close together without reticular
stimulation the visual cortex responded to them as one
flash, while the visual cortex responded differentially
to the two flashes during reticular stimulation.
Further indication of the importance of reticular
formation arousal in the selectivity of attention comes
from the Hernandez-Peon, Scherrer, and Jouvet (1956)
experiment.

They recorded impulses from the cochlear

nucleus of a cat while click stimuli were being presented.
When the cat was relaxed the response of the nucleus to
the click was apparent on the recording.

But the cat's

response to the click vanished when he began to attend to
the additional stimuli v/hich were introduced, which included a mouse, the odor of fish, or a shock.

Since the

response of the cochlear nucleus to stimuli can also be
Inhibited by direct electrical stimulation of the reticular formation, the inference was made that the presence
of the mouse, odor, or shock stimuli resulted in the suppression of the response to the click.

Thus the selection

of certain environmental stimuli to the exclusion of
others appears directly tied in to reticular formation
arousal.
Schlosberg has discussed a continuum of activation,
or arousal, ranging from sleep, at the lowest level of
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activation, to intense emotion, at the level of strong
activation (Schlosberg, 1954).

He has also stressed the

use of electrical skin resistance as a measure of arousal,
with increases in skin conductance being associated with
arousal (Schlosberg and Stanley, 1953).

In addition.

Freeman (1940) has shown that the efficiency of behavior
varied with arousal as measured by conductance.

The best

(shortest) reaction times corresponded with interm.ediate
levels of conductance, giving an inverted U-shaped function V7hich has been found by others (e.g., Duffy, 1932;
Schlosberg, 1954),
Malmo has used skin conductance and tension
gradients in measuring arousal, and has shown that muscle
tension increases from sleep through the normal waking
state to startle, and he has shown that tension increases
as such variables as task difficulty and attentiveness
Increase (Malmo, 1957)-

He felt that the arousal concept

may- have a relation to psychopathology since neurotic
patients showed "a higher level of physiological reaction
than controls" (p. 279).
Stennett (1957) used both skin conductance and
muscle tension to measure activation, or arousal levels,
and found that differing degrees of motivation produced
differing degrees of activation.

Intermediate arousal

levels V7ere associated with better performances than v/ere
the more extreme arousal levels.
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Young has pointed out (I967) that the activation
concept by itself lacks a directing, regulating, or evaluating principle.

He spoke in favor of the concept of

"affective arousal" which recognizes both positive and
negative forms of activation, or arousal, "and thus provides a directing, evaluating, regulating principle which
extends the homeostatic doctrine of regulation, and corrects a weakness in the one-dimensional theory of drive"
(p. 37). Magoun's research has shown that nonspecific
excitation (which is related to pleasantness) and nonspecific inhibition (which is related to unpleasantness)
are produced by the reticular formation (Magoun, I963)•
Thus Young's theory appears well grounded in physiological
findings.
Young stated that "an organism behaves in such a
way that positive affective arousals are continued and
repeated.

An animal organizes and learns, if possible,

behavior that maintains and regains positive affective
arousals" (I967, p. 37). In addition, he has stated that
on the basis of primary affective arousals, organisms
develop dispositions which are variously called
habits, motives, attitudes, traits, expectancies.
There is considerable evidence . . . that dispositions are organized hedonically during the early
stages of development and, further, that the directive role of primary hedonlc processes is taken over
gradually by developing cerebral dispositions (1967,
p. 38).
It appears that the process of VSR can be appropriately examined within the context of Young's statements

'
about affective arousal.
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Little has been done in this

area, although an investigation by Miller, et. al. (1958)
suggested that lipreading improvement might result from
a sharpening of general attentiveness.
If an individual behaves so that positive affective arousals are continued and repeated and negative
affective arousals are avoided, one might expect an eagerness for interpersonal communication to vary depending
upon both level of arousal and direction of arousal.

The

traits, attitudes, or expectancies an individual holds •
V7ith regard to communicating with others--his disposition
toward communicating—develop on the basis of primary
affective arousals.
The effect of affect upon Interpersonal communication has been touched on in various ways, often using
v7ords which make the concepts discussed seem different,
while actually there are great similarities.

Anxiety,

stress, and neurosis, for example, have been studied intensively, as befits their accepted position as key variables
in much of human functioning, and they appear to be closely
related to both arousal concept and the interpersonal
communication process.
For Sullivan (1953) anxiety held a position of
great conceptual significance, for he held it basic to
the development and perpetuation of characteristic modes
of interpersonal communication.

Though it is taking
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liberties with the Sullivanian position, one might modernize his approach by noting that the anxiety he described
could be interpreted as negative affective arousal.

It

is not an implausible transposition, is consistent with
Malmo's finding that neurotic subjects tended to be more
aroused than control subjects (1967), and lends support
to the assumption that has been made here and substantiated with circumstantial evidence:

that affective arousal

is itself basic to the development and perpetuation of
characteristic modes of interpersonal communication.
In both Freudian and Sullivanian theories there
is a close connection between the initiation of anxiety,
which is now seen as an important form of arousal, and
some disturbance in a significant interpersonal or object
relationship.

Anxiety is experienced when a significant

person (initially the mother) disturbs the contact betv^een
the infant and his needs.

This may occur through physical

withdrawal or by withdrav/al of love and nurturance.

If

the anxiety is not overly intense or prolonged, the child
learns ways of coping; he exploits his own developing
capacities and becomes aware of mother (and, later, others)
as having some feelings, thoughts, and actions which may
or may not be related to his own feelings, thoughts, and
actions.

In this way anxiety serves as a motivator in ego

development, and also in the development of more effective
means of contacting significant others.

In some cases
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anxiety may evoke ineffective coping devices and inappropriate means for contacting others.
Either outcome lies within the range of "normal"
behavior.

Freud's I926 reformulation of anxiety holds a

sometimes unrecognized relevance to more recent operational descriptions of anxiety, for he held anxiety to be a
reaction to an inner or outer danger, encompassing both
pathological and normal, neurotic and realistic fears
(Lewin, I965).
Anxiety for Freud was a danger signal followed by
assertive coping behavior, which is barely a single conceptual step from the learning theorist's view of anxiety as
a drive.

Dlbner's study (1958) showing low correlations

among three anxiety measures (palmar skin conductance,
self-reports, and anxiety ratings by judges) led him to
conclude that anxiety is a combination of "emotional" phenomena, some of which are available to a person's awareness while others are perhaps not, though they might be
identifiable by an observer.

Part of this complexity may

revolve around variables related to differences in handling
anxiety.

In some cases the individual's defenses may be

automatic and effective, leaving the individual unaware of
the anxiety experience as such, or the anxiety may be
conscious (capable of being verbalized).

Also, the source

of the anxiety may be experienced as internal or external.
In any case, anxiety is of obvious importance to those
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interested in arousal phenomena, and it should be clear
that the "anxiety" referred to by clinical observers bears
a close resemblance to states of high arousal, and should
be regarded in that light.
Personality Variables, Sex
.and Intelligence
Cattell, in studying the personality traits of
large and varied groups, has discovered a number of consistent interrelationships which he described as source
traits, which theoretically operate as the underlying
sources of observed behavior (I965).

All of these traits

taken together, plus the stimulus situation in which the
individual finds himself, determine the nature and magnitude of his response in that situation.

Each person,

assuming the proper measures are taken, demonstrates patterns of traits which are uniquely combined but which are
sufficiently like the trait patterns of some other individuals that a label can be given this particular combination
of traits.

Following this scheme the personality charac-

teristics of individuals can be quantified, even taking
into consideration the gradation between traits, so that
an individual can be objectively described, not merely as
possessing, or not possessing, a certain trait, but as
possessing the trait to a specific, measurable degree.
Uncovering these traits which are related to VSR
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was a.goal of this study.

Some research has been done

which has suggested that personality characteristics are
related to VSR, but VSR has not previously been related
to Cattell's conception of personality measurement and
description.
A study by Pauls (1947) tended to support those
who wish to place less emphasis on the speaker's lips per
se in the VSR process, and suggested that personality
variables may be of considerable importance.

Pauls' find-

ing was that only 30 per cent of the sounds in the English
language are visible on the lips.

Obviously, the person

who "lip reads" with a fairly high degree of success is
doing more than simply reading lips.

Furthermore, Taaffe

and Wong (1957) cited Dewey (1923) as the source of the
finding that nine sounds comprise 50 per cent of all occurring sounds in the English language, and none of these
nine has full visibility value.

What, then, are some of

the variables that have been found to be involved in the
VSR process?
Wong and Taaffe (1958) have provided perhaps the
most comprehensive data, but many unanswered and partly
answered questions remain.

Among those dimensions posi-

tively correlated with VSR in normal hearing college students they found reasoning, ideational fluency, spontaneous
flexibility, and associational fluency.

Among the per-

sonality dimensions correlated with success in VSR they
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found .26 for General Activity and .24 for Personal Relations, and both of these correlations occurred because of
the females in the sample.

They found that the more

"emotionally unstable" males were generally better lip
readers, but no operational description of emotional
instability was included, and it may be that these individuals were nonconforming rather than "unstable."

If in-

stability is the equivalent of above average levels of
overt anxiety, these individuals may have been exhibiting
relatively high levels of arousal.
Some work by Myklebust (1964) suggested that deaf
male adults who rated themselves as good speechreaders
had "more wholesome attitudes" and were "more realistic
and stable" (p. 259) as measured by the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) than individuals
rating themselves as poor speechreaders.

He further

stated that "at least to some extent these data indicate
that inferior speechreading is related to greater emotional disturbance" (p. 259).
Myklebust (1964), working with deaf children, has
found that the most proficient speechreaders were more
intelligent than poorer speechreaders, on the basis of the
Draw-a-Man Test.

He also found that children who were

most successful in speechreading were also the best readers,
and that they wrote longer and more grammatically correct
sentences.

In his sample considerably more females than
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males were rated as having excellent, good, or even average
speechreading ability, leading him to state that
. . . our findings strongly indicate a sex difference
in ability to speechread. Perhaps this should be
expected inasmuch as a number of investigators have
shown sex differences for hearing children in verbal
facility, females being superior to males. It is
noteworthy that this same difference seems to exist
for children having profound deafness (p. 250).
Plntner (1929) did not find lipreading and intelligence to be significantly correlated, and other investigators have found that the relationships were less obvious
than might have been anticipated.

O'Neill (1951) found

that the digit-symbol subtest of the Wechsler-Bellevue was
the only subtest to correlate with lipreading ability, but
the block design subtest contributed to a significant
correlation between factors in the Performance Scale and
lipreading scores.
Simmons (1959) found that three Wechsler-Bellevue
subtests—digit span, block design, and picture arrangement—were correlated with lipreading performance, although
visual memory span was not related.

Costello (1957) also

found a significant positive correlation between lipreading
and social intelligence as measured by the picture arrangement subtest.
O'Neill and Davidson (1956) found a nonsignificant
correlation between verbal concept formation and lipreading.

These same investigators found significant correla-

tions between lipreading scores and non-verbal concept
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formation, a finding duplicated by Costello (1958).
Heider and Holder (1940), while not specifically measuring
intelligence, did find a low positive correlation between
educational achievement and lipreading ability.
The implication that social intelligence is of
particular Importance in VSR appears further supported by
Heider's (1934) discovery that the relatively good lipreaders tended to recognize the color aspect of an oval
figure before the shape, whereas the correspondingly poor
group demonstrated the opposite tendency.

This finding

is noteworthy when viewed in light of the interpretive
hypotheses surrounding such projective techniques as the
Rorschach.

One of the more important features of Rorschach

interpretation is an examination of the subject's response
to color, the hypothesis being that the way a subject
handles color gives some indication of his mode of reacting
to an emotional challenge from his environment.

Since the

primary emotional challenge an individual meets will presumably be in interpersonal relationships, color responses
are interpreted as showing how the person reacts to the
emotional Impact of relationships with other people (Klopfer, et. al., 1954).
Conditioning
A number of studies (see Franks, I96I) have investigated the conditioning process, and some researchers
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have produced results v/hich suggest that a positive relationship exists between the subject's level of anxiety
(arousal) and his readiness to condition (Welch, 1953).
Presumably, extroverts and introverts vary in terms of
such central nervous system functioning as the degree of
cortical inhibition and excitation present, with Introverts
displaying a predominance of excitation and extroverts possessing a predominance of inhibition (Franks, I96I) .
Franks (1956, 1957) did find that introverts conditioned more easily than extroverts, as he had expected.
Apparently, only Das' (1957) subjects have failed to produce a significant correlation between conditioning and
introversion-extroversion.

Inasmuch as introverts are

assumed to be less comfortable socially than extroverts,
it might be expected that introverts v/ould be somewhat
more highly aroused in communication situations than are
extroverts.

If such is the case it might be anticipated

that individuals who condition rapidly would be likely to
produce poor VSR performances.
On the other hand, introversive individuals may
be less able to tolerate moderate levels of arousal than
are others, and indulge in behavior which is designed to
avoid the arousal which would develop in a communication
situation.

Thus they might therefore produce low VSR

scores without showing unusual readiness to condition.
The higher levels of arousal would occur in such an
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individual only if he were compelled to enter wholeheartedly into the communication situation.
Thus a failure to obtain a relationship between
poor VSR performance and readiness to condition could not
permit the disavowal of the contention that differential
levels of arousal are related to differences in VSR performance. The I n t r o v e r t might be a v o i d i n g a r o u s a l by poor
VSR p e r f o r m a n c e , i . e . , poor r e c e p t i v e communication.

':
1I
ii
;;

CHAPTER III
THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The primary concern of this study was with communication, particularly receptive communication through
visual channels.

Cattell's (I965) factorial approach to

personality is useful in helping to understand the personality characteristics of importance in VSR.
Cattell's. research has uncovered sixteen source
traits (see Appendix C), some of which appear to have
applicability to the question of whether or not an individual is vjilling or eager to communicate, or at least to
knov; v/hat another individual is saying.

Each of the

sixteen source traits was measured and included in order
to insure a thorough Investigation of the relationship
between personality characteristics and VSR performance.
Of these sixteen, four seemed most likely to be
of primary importance for VSR:
Source trait A.
sizothymia continuum.

This symbolizes the affectothymia-

Affectothymia represents the tem-

perament characterized by observable affect or emotion,
while the sizothymia end of the continuum is characterized
by coldness, aloofness, and an absence of lively and
vibrant emotion (Cattell, 1965).
25
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Source trait F.

This represents v/hat Cattell

called the surgency-desurgency factor.

The highly surgent

individual is talkative, seeks change and variety, shows
a readiness to meet people, and generally exhibits the
"sociability" which might be anticipated in one for v/hom
communication is usually a positively anticipated experience.

A desurgent individual, on the other hand, tends

toward silence, introspection, and depression, all qualities
which suggest that even receptive communication is at least
difficult for such a person.
Cattell has found that a person's "sociability"
may be quantified and qualified on the basis of A and F
scores.
The "sociability" we see from affectothyme temperament is a warm-hearted, gentle "liking to be around
people," in which active conversation participation,
except in sympathy, is not particularly prominent.
That from surgency, on the other hand, is the "life
and soul of the party" sort of sociability, with wit,
some exhibitionism perhaps, and even a slap-stick
practical joking verging on the callous side (Cattell,
. 1965, p. 93).
Thus it was expected that A and F factors would
lead to behavioral characteristics which were important
in terms of VSR.

Laing's.concept of primary ontological

security-insecurity appears verifiable in these terms,
and this conception is supported by Cattell's statement
(1957> p. 189) that
. . . the background evidence fits the hypothesis
that the surgent person is one who has lived in a
highly affectionate and secure environment and has

.
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an unquestioning enjoyment of people, v/hereas the
desurgent's experience has given him the broad
attitude that life is bleak, hostile, and insecure.
It may also be true, as well, that surgency represents a state of arousal which is higher than that which
would be discovered in a desurgent individual.

If sur-

gency does indeed appear highly related to VSR, the possibility exists that visual discriminations have been enhanced by an arousal state, as in the Lindsley experiment
(1957) cited previously.
Furthermore, following Young's (1967) affective
arousal hypothesis, one might anticipate that individuals
who are both highly aroused and hedonically guided in the
direction of social interaction would perform in a superior
fashion on a VSR task than would individuals with any other
characteristics.

Thus if the assumption is correct that

the surgent individual is aroused and that the affectothymic
person generally receives positive reinforcement from social
interaction, source traits F and A might be expected to be
related to VSR performance.
One consideration that should be mentioned here is
the possibility that the sociability represented by high
surgency Involves transmitting communication but not receptive communication, therefore high levels of surgency may
actually work against effective interpersonal communication.
Source trait I.

This trait describes a tender-

minded versus tough-minded continuum.

Those with high
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scores on this trait score in the premsia direction, and
are described as emotionally sensitive, while those with
low scores fall in the harria direction.

The latter

individuals are described as realistic, hard to the point
of cynicism, and logical.

High scores on this trait tend

to correlate well with creativity and imaginativeness,
and for this reason it is reasonable to expect such individuals might be more able to deal with the ambiguity of the
VSR task than persons low in trait I.
Source trait L.

This trait represents a continuum

from pretension to a relaxed security and trustfulness.
The highly protensive person tends to be suspicious, jealous, somewhat v/ithdrawn and brooding, while the person at
the opposite end of the continuum is accepting, outgoing,
trustful, and ready to take a chance.
Returning to Laing's concept of primary ontological
security-insecurity, the ontologlcally secure person is one
who feels little threat to his existence from .others, and
would therefore be likely to demonstrate some openness and
a willingness to communicate v/hich might be reflected in
VSR scores.

Accordingly, Cattell's source trait L could

be expected to show a negative relationship to VSR.

The

highly protensive person would be expected to communicate
rather poorly and might reflect this through lowered VSR
scores.

In Laing's terms the protensive individual would

fall under the rubric of primary ontological insecurity.
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A possible alternative hypothesis should be mentioned, though there appears less to recommend it than
the one previously suggested.

This alternative takes into

consideration the fact that the highly protensive individual corresponds to the paranoid-like individual, whose
hypersensitivity might lead to a positive correlation
between L scores and VSR scores.

In such a case the high

VSR scores might be explainable in terms of an attempt by
the high L individual to protect himself from others.

But

since this form of hypersensitivity involves perceptual
distortion it is not likely that such a person would
characteristically attain a high level of VSR performance.
In addition to source traits A, F, I, and L, sex
and intelligence were anticipated to have important relationships to VSR scores.

Sex, in particular, appears

likely to be an important variable for consideration,
particularly inasmuch as previous studies have demonstrated
that females are typically superior to males on VSR tasks
(e.g., Myklebust, 1964).

However, the personality qualities

which might be responsible for this distinction have not
been examined.
Intelligence has appeared to be less related to
VSR scores than are other qualities, so long as the discrepancies in intelligence between subjects are not extreme.
Intelligence scores were Included here more as a control
than in the expectation that VSR performance would be
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highly correlated with intelligence, although a low
positive correlation was anticipated.

Two intelligence

estimates were to be obtained, one being Factor B on the
16 Personality Factor Questionnaire (l6 PF) (Cattell &
Eber, 1957), and the other from the Otis Employment Tests
2A, Test 2-Form A (Otis, 1922).
The studies on conditioning previously cited (Das,
1957; Franks, 1956, 1957), though somewhat equivocal, do
indicate a trend which suggests that it would be reasonable to anticipate a positive relationship between VSR
and the number of trials necessary to condition.
Statement of Hypotheses
This study attempted to show that there is a
relationship between VSR as measured by a Film Test of
Lip Reading (Taaffe, 1957) and personality traits as measured by the l6 PF, that an individual's ability to perform a VSR task is related to his sex, and that his VSR
ability is related to the number of trials necessary for
conditioning.
The hypotheses tested were as follows:
1.

Research Hypothesis:

There is a significant rela-

tionship between VSR performance and personality
traits as measured by the l6 PF.
Sub-hypothesis a:

There is a significant positive

correlation between VSR performance and source
trait A (which represents the affectothymia-
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sizothymia continuum, or observable emotion versus
coldness and aloofness).
Sub-hypothesis b:

There is a significant positive

correlation betv/een VSR performance and source
trait F (which represents the surgency-desurgency
continuum, or talkativeness versus silent introspectiveness).
Sub-hypothesis c:

There is a significant positive

relationship between VSR performance and source
trait I (which represents the premsia-harria continuum., or emotional sensitivity versus rational,
logical realism).
Sub-hypothesis d:

There is a significant negative

correlation between VSR performance and source ^
trait L (which represents the protensive dimension,
or suspiciousness versus accepting trustfulness).
2.

Research Hypothesis:

There is a significant rela-

tionship between VSR performance and sex, with
females tending to perform more successfully than
males.
3.

Research Hypothesis:

There is a low but significant

positive correlation between VSR performance and
intelligence.
4.

Research Hypothesis:

There is a significant posi-

tive correlation between VSR performance and speed
of conditioning.
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Subjects
Twenty-six males and thirty-six females participated as subjects in this study.

All were undergraduate

students either at Texas Technological College or Lubbock
Christian College, Lubbock, Texas.
Individuals who reported visual or hearing defects
were excluded from the study, as was one student whose
original language was Spanish rather than English.

This

latter criterion was used to control for the possible confounding effects of later language learning on visual
speech reception.
Apparatus
Film
The VSR stimulus material consisted of a film
based on the Film Test of Lip Reading, Form A, produced
by Taaffe (1957).

This film-was replicated on silent

Super 8 color film using an attractive girl as the speaker
The speaker looked straight at the camera and in a full
face, head and shoulder view, spoke each of the thirty
sentences on the test (see Appendix A).

Each sentence was

separated by an interval of at least tv/enty seconds to
permit writing of the response.
The Film Test requires eleven minutes for completion, not including instructions.

It consists of a total

of 190 words, with each word being scored as one point.
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The film was projected by a Kodak M80 Super 8
projector a distance of 22 feet onto a standard beaded
glass screen, producing an image slightly larger than
life size.

Subjects were seated in a semicircle facing

the screen.

Their distance from the screen ranged from

7 to 13 feet.

A study by Mulligan (1954) indicated that

distances between subject and screen ranging from 5 to 20
feet did not significantly affect test results.

However,

since her results suggested that 10 feet is the most favorable viewing distance, the subjects in this study were kept
within the probable optimal range.
Conditioning Apparatus
The Model 200 Psychogalvanometer, produced by
Southern Acoustics Company, Inc., was used for the conditioning procedure.

This instrument permits the experimenter

to determine the subject's initial level of skin resistance,
then adjust the shock level so that it compensates for individual differences in threshold.

In this manner each

subject could be administered a shock which was a specific
strength above his threshold.

In this case each subject

was administered a shock five milliamperes above his threshold.

Care was taken to use fresh batteries to insure

reliable performance of the instrument.
A click stimulus (conditioned stimulus) was presented, followed within one second by a mild shock stimulus
(unconditioned stimulus) to the first and third fingers of
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the non-preferred hand.

Changes in skin resistance could

be determined by movement of the needle on the psychogalvanometer which had been reset to read zero at the subject's threshold level.

In each case the click stimulus

was presented before the shock stimulus, and the response
to the shock stimulus was observed by noting the change in
skin resistance shown on the psychogalvanometer.

When

these changes in skin resistance occurred in response to
the click only, it was assumed that the subject was conditioned.
The subject was seated so he could not view the
experimenter's activities.

The only portion of the equip-

ment visible to the subject were the electrodes attached
to his fingers and the wires leading away from the electrodes .
Other Materials
The Otis Employment Tests 2A, Test 2-Form A, was
administered using the 30-minute time limit. ,The l6 PF,
Form A, was also administered.
this test.

No time limit was used for

The total time each subject spent with the

examiner ranged from approximately one hour and forty-five
minutes to two hours.
General Procedure
All procedures were carried out in groups with
the exception of the conditioning, which was done individually.

The subjects were administered the author's
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replication of the Film Test of Lip Reading (Taaffe, 1957)
in a darkened room.
The intellectual estimate was then obtained by
administering the Otis Employment Tests 2A, Test 2-Form A,
which is identical to the Otis Self Administering Tests of
Mental Ability, Higher Examination, Form A.
time limit was used.

The 30-minute

This test was selected because it is

simple to administer and score and because it tends to tap
an individual's verbal ability particularly well.

The

employment form was used in order to reduce the subject's
fear of the test; the title of the test is the only portion
of it which differs from the usual Otis Mental Abilities
Tests.
Following this, the l6 PF, Form A, was administered.
This test was selected because of the global nature of the
personality estimate derived from it, and the emphasis upon
measurement of the "normal" personality expounded by its
originators.
Finally, the first thirty-one subjects (19 females
and 12 males) to be tested were indiyidually conditioned
to a clicking sound by pairing the sound with a mild electric shock to the first and third fingers of the nonpreferred hand.

Trials to conditioning were determined

by the anticipatory response made on a psychogalvanometer.
The remaining thirty-one subjects did not experience the
shock, but since this conditioning procedure was carried
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out following completion of all other testing, whether or
not the subject received shock had no bearing on his responses to other (earlier) items.
Prior to all testing, the subjects were told that
they were participating in an experiment which would help
psychologists know more about how people learn to lipread.
The instructions given during the test situation itself
are presented in Appendix B.
Design for Analysis of Data
The following statistical procedures were carried
out in testing the research hypotheses:
1.

A factor analysis was performed in order to extract
the common variances using sex, the Film Test
scores, the Otis Employment Tests scores, all l6
PF factor scores, and trials to condition scores
(when obtained) as variables (Sweney and Burdsal,
1965).

The factor analysis consisted of the fol-

lowing steps:
a.

The score matrix was analyzed using Pearson's

product moment correlation.
b.

The correlation matrix was factored by Thur-

stone's centroid method.

Factoring was terminated

when either of the following criteria was reached:
1)

Communality (h ) greater than 1.00.

2)

Latent root equal to or less than .90.
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3)

Ten factors were extracted.

4)

Ninety-five per cent of the variance had
been accounted for.

c.

The centroid factors were rotated using a

Promax solution.

Rotation was terminated when

the fourth power of the hyperplane loadings were
maximized.
2.

A multiple linear regression analysis was utilized
to identify those variables which best predicted a
criterion of VSR (Film Test scores).

This program

computes a sequence of multiple linear regression
equations in a stepwise fashion, adding one variable
to the regression equation at each step.

The vari-

able added is the one which makes the greatest reduction in the error sum of squares.

It is also

the variable which would have the highest F value.
If the P value of the variable reaches 0.005^ the
variable is considered too low and is automatically
removed (Biomedical Computer Programs, I965).

This

equation yields a multiple R and per cent of extracted variance.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The correlation matrix is presented in Table 1.
Serving as variables in this matrix are VSR scores obtained from the Film Test, 16 PF scores, Otis Employment
Test scores, and sex.

VSR scores were used as the cri-

terion while 16 PF scores, Otis scores, and sex were used
as predictors.

This procedure yielded those I6 PF, Otis,

and sex variables which best predict VSR scores.
Research hypothesis number one, anticipating that
VSR performance was related to personality traits measured
by the I6 PF, was partially supported, as can be seen by
examining the sub-hypotheses:
Sub-hypothesis a., which anticipated a positive
correlation between VSR and source trait A, was not supported.

The data revealed a positive correlation of 0.119

between VSR and source trait A, and although this correlation was in the expected direction, it was not significant
Sub-hypothesis b. suggested a positive correlation
between VSR and source trait F.

The resulting non-signifi-

cant correlation of -O.O8I failed to support this hypothesis
Sub-hypothesis c. contained the expectation that
a positive correlation would result between VSR and source
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trait I.

This hypothesis was supported by the finding

that 16 PF trait I and VSR performance correlated 0.253,
which was significant at the .05 significance level.
Thus, a subject scoring in the premsia direction (sensitive) was more likely to produce a high score on the VSR
task than was a subject scoring in the harria direction
(tough, realistic).
Sub-hypothesis d. anticipated a negative correlation between VSR and source trait L.

The resulting cor-

relation of -0.249, which was significant at the .05 confidence level, strongly supported this hypothesis.

Thus

subjects scoring in the protensive (paranoid-like) direction tended to produce correspondingly lower VSR scores
than subjects scoring in the trusting or relaxed security
direction on trait L.
Other results, which were not directly anticipated,
tended to lend support to the general hypothesis that VSR
and 16 PF traits were significantly related.

Trait E,

dominance or ascendance versus submission, correlated
-O.375 v/ith VSR performance, a finding which was significant at the .01 confidence level.

Thus subjects with high

VSR scores tended to produce low scores on trait E, that
is, their scores tended toward the submissive or nondominant direction.
Research hypothesis 2, which anticipated that VSR
performance and sex were highly related, with females
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producing significantly better VSR scores than males,
was strongly supported.

Maleness was found to be nega-

tively correlated with VSR performance, with the -0.521
correlation significant at the .001 confidence level.
In this instance a dichotomous variable (sex) was treated
as a continuous variable, a procedure which tends to
artificially lower the correlation.

Consequently, this

finding should be considered a distinctly conservative
estimate of the correlation between VSR and gender.
Research hypothesis 3, anticipating a low but
significant positive correlation between VSR performance
and intelligence, was not supported.

The correlation

betvjeen VSR and Intelligence level as measured by the
Otis was -0.001, while the correlation between VSR and
l6 PF trait B, which is an estimate of intellectual ability, was -0.099.

Neither correlation was significant.

Research hypothesis 4, which expected a positive
correlation between VSR and speed of conditioning, was
not supported.

After 31 subjects were conditioned, a

correlation of .004 was found between VSR scores and trials
to condition, resulting in a decision to discontinue the
conditioning procedure.

This procedure, utilizing shock,

tended to sharply limit the availability of volunteer
subjects.
The correlations between VSR and relevant variables
are presented in Table 2.

The means and standard deviations
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TABLE 2
Pearson Correlations Between Visual Speech
Reception and Relevant Variables

Variable

M

F

Total

.357
.177
-.187
-.050
.117
.030

.082
-.211
.080
-.008
.064
-.159

.521***
.253*
-.249*
.119
-.081
-.001
-.099
.004

-.240

-.334-

-.375**

Hypothesized Relationship:
Female Gender
Sensitivity (l6 PF - I)
Suspiciousness (l6 PF - L)
Warm Sociability (l6 PF - A)
Enthusiasm (l6 PF - F)
Intelligence (Otis)
Intelligence (l6 PF - B)
Trials to Condition
(31 subjects)
Non-hypothesized Relationship:
Dominance (I6 PF - E)

*«*p > .001 level of significance
**p > .01 level of significance
*p > .05 level of significance
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for each variable are shown in Tables 3, 4, and 5.

The

overall multiple R, not including trials to condition, was
0.7712, which was significant at .01 confidence level.
The factor analytic treatment of the data produced
five factors, of which Factor three was of particular importance for this study.

The reference vector loadings

which provided the basis for factor interpretation are
presented in Tables 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10.
Factor one (Table 6) was identified as an anxiety
factor.

Its primary loading v/as tension, while low self

discipline, relatively high suspiciousness, and apprehension provided the following major factor loadings.

Low

levels of emotional maturity, liberalism, and sophistication also loaded on this factor, with sensitivity and low
levels of self sufficiency contributing to the composition
of the factor.

This factor accounted for 35-96 per cent

of the total variance extracted.
Factor two (Table 7) represented independence of
thought.

There was a suggestion here of relatively low

attention to external stimuli and an.unconventional approach
to problem situations.

The primary factor loading was a

low degree of conscientiousness, or in other words, a relative lack of rigid internal standards.

Also contributing

to this factor were self sufficiency, liberalism, unconventionality and assertiveness or dominance.

This factor ac-

counted for 25.63 per cent of the total variance extracted.
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TABLE 3
Means and Standard Deviations for Each Variable
in the Regression (All Subjects)
Variable

Mean

76.86
VSR
Otis
59.63
TrialsJ to Condition 0.79
16 PF A
10.36
8.36
16 PF B
16 PF C
14.21
16 PF E
13.40
16.84
16 PF F
16 PF G
11.37
16 PF H
11.71
11.45
16 PF I
9.10
16 PF L
12.68
16 PF M
10.52
16 PF N
10.87
16 PF 0
9.74
16 PF Ql
11.26
16 PF Q2
9.44
16 PF
14.08
16 PF Q4

Standard Deviation
28.62
7.28
1.06
3.85
1.72
3.71
5.16
4.38
3.20
5.80
3.35
3.78
2.96
2.60
3.98
2.90
3.76
3.20
5.47
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TABLE 4
Means and Standard Deviations for Each Variable
in the Regression (Female Subjects)
Variable
VSR
Otis
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF

A
B
C
E
F
G
H
I
L
M
N
0
Ql
Qp
Q3
Q^

Mean
89.42
58.75
11.14
8.28
• 14.25
12.33
16.42
11.36
11.86
11.92
7.75
12.67
9.89
11.22
9.28
11.44
9.53
14.08

Standard Deviation
24.81
6.93
4.25
1.77
3.75
5.32
4.44
3.07
5.56
3.27
3.25
3-01
2.46
4.44
2.64
3.69
3.65
5.72
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TABLE 5
Means and Standard Deviations for Each Variable
in the Regression (Kale Subjects)
Variable
VSR
Otis
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF
16 PF

A
B
C
E
F
G
H
I
L
M
N
0
Q-,
Qp
Q^
Q^

Mean

Standard Deviation

59.46
60.85
9.27
8.46
14.15
14.88
17.42
11.39
11.50
10.81
10.96
12.69
11.38
10.38
10.38
11.00
9.31
14.08

24.38
7.72
2.96
1.68
3.73
4.63
4.31
3.43
6.22
3.41
3.73
2.96
2.59
3.25
3.16
3.91
2.51
5.22
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TABLE 6
Promax Factor 1
Anxiety
Variable

Description

Loading

16 PF Qi|

Tension

.778

16 PF Q3

Self discipline (low)

16 PF L

Suspiciousness

.593

16 PF 0

Apprehension

.579

16 PF C

Emotional Maturity (low)

-.489

16 PF Q-^

Liberalism (low)

-.372

16 PF N

Sophistication (low)

-.330

16 PF I

Sensitivity

16 PF Q2

Self sufficiency (low)

-.629

.256
-.240
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TABLE 7
Promax Factor 2
Independent Thought
Variable

.

Description

Loading

l6 PF G

Conscientiousness (low)

-.654

16 PF Q2

Self sufficiency

.474

16 PF Q-j^

Liberalism

.449

16 PF M

Unconventionalness

.402

16 PF E

Assertiveness

.246
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TABLE 8
Promax Factor 3
Visual Speech Reception
Variable

Description

Loading

VSR

Visual Speech Reception

.629

Sex

Femaleness

.699

16 PF L

Trustfulness

16 PF A

Warmth

16 PF N

Openness

16 PF I

Sensitivity

16 PF E

Lack of compensatory
dominance needs

16"PF G

Expediency

-.469
.378
-.282
.278
-.233
'

-.212
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TABLE 9
Promax Factor 4
Extroversion
Variable

Description

Loading

16 PF F

Enthusiasm

.679

16 PF H

Adventurousness

.603

16 PF E

Assertiveness

.587

16 PF A

Warm sociability

.558

16 PF Q2

Self sufficiency (low)

16 PF Ql
16 PF G

Liberalism
Conscientiousness (low)

-.347
.288
-.216
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TABLE 10
Promax Factor 5
Intelligence
Variable

.

Description

Loading

l6 PF B

General intelligence

.593

Otis

General intelligence

.508

16 PF I

Sensitivity

.486

l6 PF 0

Apprehension

-.230
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Factor three (Table 8) was the VSR factor and
accounted for 23.52 per cent of the total extracted
variance.

Within this factor were loadings on VSR and

sex, with the quality of femaleness playing a large role.
A large negative loading of l6 PF trait L indicated that
the opposite of suspiciousness—trustfulness—is of importance in VSR.

A positive loading for l6 PF trait A indi-

cated the importance of warmth and sociability, while a
negative loading for l6 PF trait N indicated that naivete
and openness are positively related to VSR.
The positive loading of trait I indicated the importance of sensitivity, while the negative loading of
trait E suggested that dominance or assertiveness is antithetical to VSR performance.

Since this dominance is often

compensatory in nature, the interpretation was made that
this loading indicated that a relative absence of compensatory dominance needs contributed to VSR performance.
Finally, the negative loading of trait G led to
the interpretation that a relative lack of rigid internal
standards, a somewhat expedient approach to life, perhaps
a reasonable tolerance for ambiguity, contributed to VSR
performance.
Factors one, two, and three combined accounted
for 85.11 per cent of the total extracted variance. Factors four and five accounted for 7.7 per cent and 2.7 per
cent, respectively, of the total extracted variance.
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Factor four (Table 9) was described as an extroversion factor.

It contained positive loadings of l6 PF

traits F, H, E, A, and Q , and negative loadings of traits
Q^ and G.

These loadings were described, respectively, as

enthusiasm, adventurousness, assertiveness, v/arm sociability, and liberalism, with low self sufficiency and low
conscientiousness.
Factor five (Table 10) was an intelligence factor.
Both trait B and the Otis loaded strongly on this factor
along with trait I, sensitivity.

Apprehension, trait 0,

loaded negatively on this factor.
Table 11 showed the correlations between the VSR
factor and the other factors extracted.

Factor three

correlated -.36O with Factor two, -.211 with Factor four,
-.144 with Factor five, and .I36 with Factor one.
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TABLE 11
Correlations of Visual Speech Reception
Factor with Other Factors in Study
Factor Number

Factor Identification

Factor Correlation

Independent thought
fulness

.360

4

Extroversion

.211

5

Intelligence

.144

1

Anxiety (lack of
defenslveness)

.136

2

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
VSR and Personality
The evidence from this study supported the
hypothesized relationship between VSR as measured by a
Film Test of Lip Reading and certain personality characteristics as measured by the 16 PF.

Factor three, the

VSR factor, indicated that six of the 16 PF personality
traits play a role in VSR, although the extent and direction of the role played varies considerably from trait to
trait.
In terms of personality traits alone, the subjects
who performed well on the VSR task may be described as
accepting, outgoing, trustful, unpretentious, sentimental,
sensitive, submissive, dependent, and casual.

Thus it

appears that the individual who produces a relatively
high VSR score is one who does expecl: something positive
to result from the reception of someone else's communications.

It appears likely, then, that he has learned to

seek out human faces, to "live out into the world" (Laing,
1965, p. 39). Indications point to the idea that good
receivers are more likely to be in a state of primary
ontological security than are poor receivers.
55
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tendency shown by the better receivers toward relatedness
with others, because the relatedness is potentially gratifying, is what would be expected of an ontologlcally
secure, or emotionally stable, person.
It is also consistent with Young's affective
arousal hypothesis which suggests that the Individual who
has had positive experiences with others places a (relatively) high value upon interpersonal communication and
develops patterns of behavior that maximize successful
communication.
If one accepts the hypotheses of Bettelheim (1967)
and Shervanian (I967), It appears that this interest in
the world and especially in communication with others is
the result of early interactions between the child and
his mother.

Thus these patterns of behavior which may be

tapped through the VSR process begin to develop at a very
early age.
Conversely, individuals who performed in the poor
direction on the VSR task may be described as suspicious,
aloof, sophisticated, self-sufficient, aggressive, and
conscientious, in that order.

The traits which are notable

for their relative absence among the members of this group
are such qualities as warmth and sociability, enthusiasm,
cheerfulness, and talkativeness.
It should be noted that poor receivers in this
study were at least superficially similar in their
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personality characteristics to many of the subjects in
Myklebust's (1964) MMPI studies of the deaf and hard-ofhearing.

He found that about one-half of the deaf and

hard-of-hearing males he examined produced seriously maladjusted MMPI profiles, approximately one-fourth of the
deaf females did so, and one-fifth of the hard-of-hearing
females produced scores which might ordinarily be considered as indicating serious maladjustment.
An intriguing question is raised by comparing the
results of the present study with Myklebust's findings.
Have the early experiences of the normal hearing, poor
receivers been similar in some important way to the early
experiences of the deaf and hard-of-hearing subjects who
produced maladjustment profiles?

In a general way, prob-

lems in receptive communication do seem, related to an
absence of positive affective experience following attempts
to communicate.

Certainly this absence of positive ex-

perience is more likely to prevail when hearing is Impaired,
but it may also result when all sensory channels are Intact.
The outcome would be social isolation and general psychological maladjustment whether or not hearing is impaired.
It remains to be seen whether such an interpretation can
withstand closer experimental scrutiny, but it does indeed
seem a reasonable inference from the present data.
These results may be made more understandable in
terms of two principles which are relevant to the general
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process of attention.

These principles, known as "cog-

nitive control principles," are Field Articulation and
Scanning.
Field Articulation is a dimension referring to the
degree to which subjects can concentrate attention
on relevant stimuli and inhibit attention to irrelevant stimuli. The Scanning principle, which
seems to be independent of the Field Articulation
principle, is concerned with how extensively the
stimulus field is sampled (Bakan, 1966, p. 58).
The operation of these principles quite obviously
can be in the service of the individual's adaptation to
the environment.

Each principle assists in the perceptual

differentiation of the complex stimulus fields with which
every individual is faced from a very early age.

These

principles aid the person in the selection of "important"
stimuli out of the multitude of stimuli impinging upon
him, but the class of stimuli which are considered "important" were learned, probably because there was something pleasing to the person about those particular stimuli.. As Kagan (1967) has noted, "the human is a cognitive
creature who is attempting to put structure or create
schema for incoming stimulation" (p. 135). The schema
itself is a representation of an external pattern, and
Kagan has hypothesized that the creation of the schema
is an important source of pleasure.

Presumably, the class

of schema-production from which one derives the most
pleasure may be learned early in life, as in the early
mother-child interaction.
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Similarly, Klein's work has indicated that leveling and sharpening are two distinct perceptual styles,
with levelers excelling on tasks requiring the subject to
disregard or ignore irrelevant stimuli.

Sharpeners are

superior to levelers on tasks requiring careful attention
to detail and close attention to stimulus boundaries.
Presumably, levelers would be superior to sharpeners on
the VSR task.
The reduction of uncertainty in the environment,
coupled with a desire to relate to others, might be a
powerful and complex motivator v/hich is possessed by those
who excel at VSR.

The VSR task contains a considerable

amount of ambiguity and one v/ho found environmental uncertainty unpleasant, while being av;are of the potential
pleasure to be derived from relating to others, might
respond to the VSR stimulus complex with a markedly productive effort to reduce the ambiguity.

More than that, and

at-the same time, the attempt is being made to enhance the
communicative contact with another individual.
VSR and Sex
In a most unequivocal fashion these data showed
that female subjects were superior to male subjects in VSR
(see Tables 2 and 5).

This v/as a confirmation of earlier

studies which have obtained similar results (e.g., Wong
and Taaffe, 1958, using hearing subjects, and Myklebust,
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1964, using deaf subjects).

There has never been a

thoroughly satisfactory explanation for this outcome, but
perhaps some light may be shed on the matter here.
In terms of Field Articulation and Scanning,
Gardner and his co-workers (1959) have found through factor analysis that Field Articulation was most clearly
associated with females and that Scanning was associated
with males.

If his findings represent a consistent and

predominant sex difference in cognitive control principles,
it may be that his studies provide a more thorough understanding of this persistent finding of female VSR superiority .
Assuming that females are Field Articulators and
that males are Scanners, why should this be so?

If the

predominant use of one or another cognitive control principle is learned, which seems a reasonable hypothesis
(though one should not rule out alternative, genetic
explanations), it is probable that this principle evolves
in the course of development as the child begins to experience the external environment in differentiated terms,
growing away from his earliest perception of the external
world as global, vague, and diffuse.
One investigator of the difference in proficiency
in speech development between males and females (McCarthy,
1953)3 has suggested that this difference may be related
to the greater ease of identification a girl can make
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with the mother.

Since the mother is more likely to be

the parent spending the most time with the child, the
child who has the greatest impetus to identify with the
mother has the advantage.

A girl can more closely approx-

imate the vocal pitches of the mother than the boy can
approximate those of the father, and the young girl will
probably find more security and satisfaction in echoing
the mother's speech than will the young boy, who may feel
a greater need to imitate and identify with the father.
VSR and Intelligence
These results lead one to suspect that the relationship between intelligence and VSR performance is
extremely subtle and complex.

Although there was no

relationship found between intelligence and VSR performance
with this group of subjects and this selection of measuring
instruments, it cannot be said with any conviction that
intelligence is unrelated to VSR.
These results, especially the correlation between
trait I and VSR, encourage the hypothesis that the relationship of intelligence to VSR is somewhat akin to the
relationship between intelligence and creativity; so long
as a certain minimal amount of useful intelligence is
present it is not particularly important how much above
the minimum is available.
Once above the minimum it is probably more important to know about the kind of intelligence present, e.g..
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whether it is fluid or crystallized (Cattell, 1968), as
well as to know about the configuration of personality
traits possessed by the individual.

It is reasonable to

suspect that Cattell's fluid intelligence is a major part
of the key to understanding VSR performance.

As Cattell

says, "the characteristic of fluid intelligence is that
it leads to perception of complex relationships in new
environments" (1968, p. 59). Indications are that this
is also what is required for a high level VSR performance.
In this sample the subjects were comparatively
homogeneous, and in order to parcel out the apparently
subtle relation between intelligence and VSR it would be
necessary to study subjects varying widely in intelligence
level.
VSR and Conditioning
These data showed no relationship between speed
of conditioning and VSR performance (see Table 2). The
usual precautions against overgeneralizing should be
emphasized here, for it may be that less Intense stimuli
would provide a broader range of trials.

It is possible

that a more subtle conditioned stimulus and a less aversive unconditioned stimulus would provide more meaningful
results.

In any case there was no support here for the

idea that individuals who condition rapidly will be less
proficient at the VSR task than individuals who condition
slowly.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
The purpose of this study was to investigate the
relationship between Visual Speech Reception (VSR), as
measured by a Film Test of Lip Reading, and a number of
variables.

These variables included those personality

traits measured by the l6 PF, intelligence as measured by
the Otis Employment Tests, sex, and trials to condition.
The first hypothesis stated that a significant
relationship would be observed between VSR performance
and personality traits as measured by the l6 PF.

Four

sub-hypotheses were offered with regard to specific l6 PF
traits:

it was expected that a significant positive rela-

tionship would be observed between VSR performance and
source traits A, F, and I, while a significant negative
relationship would be revealed between VSR performance
and source trait L.
The second hypothesis stated that a significant
relationship would be found between sex and VSR performance, with females tending to perform more successfully
than males.

The third hypothesis stated that a low but

significant positive relationship would be found between
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intelligence level and VSR performance.

The fourth hypo-

thesis stated that the speed of conditioning would be
positively related to VSR performance.
Sixty-two subjects were administered a Film Test
of Lip Reading in order to obtain a measure of VSR performance, the Otis Employment Tests 2A, Test 2-Form A, to
obtain an intellectual measure, and the l6 PF.

The first

thirty-one of these subjects were also conditioned by
pairing a clicking sound with a mild shock.
The results of this study indicated that VSR performance is significantly related to several personality
traits measured by the l6 PF.

Significant positive corre-

lations were found between VSR performance and l6 PF trait
I, while significant negative correlations were found
between VSR and l6 PF traits L and E.

Furthermore, a factor

was extracted which included sex, VSR, and l6 PF traits L,
A, N, I, E, and G.

Significant correlations were not found

between VSR performance and l6 PF traits A and F.
Females were found to be significantly superior to
males in VSR performance.

However, neither intelligence

nor trials to condition were found to be related to VSR
scores in this sample.
Conclusions
The data provided by this study revealed that there
are at least six traits measured by the l6 PF which have a
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bearing upon VSR.
and G.

These 16 PF traits are L, A, N, I, E,

The combination of these traits is such that an

individual producing a superior VSR performance might be
described as accepting, outgoing, trustful, unpretentious,
sentimental, sensitive, submissive, dependent, and casual.
These results supported the idea that good receivers
anticipate something positive to result from the reception
of others' communications.

They are therefore likely to

represent the ontologlcally secure end of Laing's (I965)
security-insecurity continuum.

Similarly, following

Young's (1967) concept of affective arousal, they are
probably individuals who have had positive experiences
with others which have led them to develop patterns of
behavior which maximize successful communication.

Indivi-

duals who produce relatively poor VSR scores are suspicious,
aloof, sophisticated, self-sufficient, aggressive, and
conscientious.

These individuals seem to place relatively

less value on receiving communication from others and relatively more on self-protection or insulation.
The data also revealed a significant relationship
between sex and VSR ability, and in doing so, they provided
further verification of earlier studies indicating that
females are superior to males at the VSR task.

This fact

doubtless is not isolated from the personality traits which
have a bearing on VSR.

Indeed, the most important single

variable related to VSR was sex, and perhaps the cognitive
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styles which, for whatever reason, seemed to differentiate
the sexes.
Intelligence was not found to be related to VSR
performance in this case, but there is little doubt that
were subjects possessing a broad range of intelligence
levels examined, it would be found that the lower levels
produced lower VSR scores than those in the normal and
above normal ranges.

As is true of creative performance,

fluid, as opposed to crystallized, intelligence may be
the important intellective factor in VSR, so long as a
minimal intellectual criterion has been attained.
Conditionability, at least in this instance,
appeared to have no relation to VSR.

It may be, however,

that speed of conditioning to a more subtle and less
aversive stimulus would have produced results with greater
variability and consequently greater latitude for interpretation.
This study has provided results which justify
further study of the communication process through an
examination of VSR.

Accommodation to disruption of a

communication channel can be more readily understood if
researchers continue to gradually parcel out those elements of the process which are of greatest significance.
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APPENDIX A
FILM TEST PHRASES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.26.
27.
28.
29.
30!

How are you?
Do you have a piece of paper?
What hours do you work?
Do you have a pencil?
Do you like to go to the movies?
How far is it from here to the movies?
How much time have you?
How far is it from here to Chicago?
Where do you work?
Did you enjoy the ballgame?
The train leaves at five o'clock P.M.
Do you have an umbrella?
What is your favorite television program?
This is a cold day.
Have you any children?
How much snow did vie have last night?
Did you finish high school?
Do you have chains on your car?
Have you ever lived in the west?
I'm going south for my vacation.
How many miles did you drive your Ford?
Did you get my letter?
What does the paper say about the weather?
I think it is going to snow.
The bank closes at two-thirty P.M.
The snow is five inches deep.
Isn't this a beautiful day?
It was a perfect day for a football game.
You had a long distance call while you were gone
It rained most of the night.
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APPENDIX B
INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS
You are about to see a movie which will show a
girl speaking sentences. You will not be able
to hear what she is saying. Your job is to write
down as best you can what you think she says.
Sometimes you will be sure that you know what she
is saying, and at other times you won't be sure
at all. When you are not sure, be sure to guess,
even if you have your doubts that she could have
said that.
You will have plenty of time to write between her
sentences.
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APPENDIX C
BRIEF BIPOLAR DESCRIPTIONS OF THE
16 .SOURCE TRAITS MEASURED BY THE
16 PF QUESTIONNAIRE
TRAIT A.

Cyclothymia (A+) versus Schizothymia (A-).
Good natured, easy going, ready to cooperate,
attentive to people, soft hearted, kindly, trustful, adaptable, warm hearted versus aggressive,
grasping, critical, obstructive, cool, aloof,
hard, precise, suspicious, rigid, cold.

TRAIT B. General Intelligence (B+) versus Mental Deficiency (B-) .
Abstract verbal reasoning versus concrete thinking.
TRAIT C. Emotional Stability (C+) versus Emotional
Immaturity, Instability (C-).
Emotionally mature, stable, calm, phlegmatic,
realistic about life, absence of neurotic fatigue,
placid versus lacking in frustration tolerance,
changeable in attitudes, generally emotional,
problems with decision making, neurotically
fatigued, worrying.
TRAIT E.

Dominance or Ascendance (E+) versus Submission (E-)

Assertive, self-assured, independent minded, hard,
stern, solemn, unconventional, tough, attentiongetting versus submissive, dependent, kindly, soft
hearted, expressive, conventional, easily upset,
self-sufficient.
TRAIT F.

Surgency (F+) versus Desurgency (F-).
Enthusiastic, talkative, cheerful, serene, frank,
expressive, quick, alert versus glum, sober, serious, silent, introspective, depressed, concerned,
brooding, incommunicative, smug, languid, slow.
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TRAIT G. Character or Superego Strength (G+) versus Lack
of Rigid Internal Standards (G-).
Conscientious, persistent, perservering, determined,
responsible, emotionally mature, orderly, versus
quitting, fickle, frivolous, demanding, impatient,
relaxed, undependable.
TRAIT H.

Parmla (H+) versus Threctia (H-).

Adventurous, thick-skinned, likes meeting people,
active, interest in opposite sex, responsive,
genial, friendly, impulsive, emotional and artistic interests, carefree versus shy, withdrawn,
retiring around opposite sex, aloof, cold, selfcontained, apt to be embittered, restrained,
restricted interests, careful, quick to see dangers.
TRAIT I.

Premsia (1+) versus Harria (I-).

Sensitive, impatient, subjective, dependent,
kindly, gentle, artistically fastidious, imaginative, acts on sensitive intuition, attention
seeking, frivolous, hypochondriacal, anxious
versus tough, realistic, self-reliant, cynical,
hard, few artistic responses, acts on practical,
logical evidence, unaware of physical disabilities.
TRAIT L.

Pretension (L+) versus Relaxed Security (L-).

Suspecting, jealous, self-sufficient, withdrawn,
brooding, tyrannical, hard, irritable versus
accepting, adaptable, outgoing, trustful, open,
ready to take a chance, understanding, tolerant,
soft-hearted, composed, and cheerful.
TRAIT M.

Autia (M+) versus Praxernia (M-).
Unconventional, self-absorbed, interested in art,
theory, imaginative, creative, frivolous, generally
cheerful, but with occasional hysterical swings of
giving up versus practical, conventional, interests
narrowed to immediate issues, no spontaneous creativity, sound, realistic judgment, earnest, concerned, steady.

TRAIT N.

Shrewdness (N+) versus Naivete (N-).

Sophisticated, polished, socially alert, calculating,
aloof, esthetically fastidious, insightful regarding
self and others, ambitious, expedient versus simple.
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unpretentious, socially clumsy, vague, sentimental,
warm, gregarious, spontaneous, simple tastes,
lacking insight into self and others, content with
what comes, trusts in accepted^values.
TRAIT 0.

(O^TT

Guilt Proneness (0+) versus Confident Adequacy

~~~

Timid, insecure, worrying, depressed, sensitive,
easily upset, strong sense of duty, exacting, fussy,
hypochondriacal, phobic, moody, lonely versus selfconfident, cheerful, resilient, tough, placid,
expedient, unconcerned, rudely vigorous, no fears,
given to simple action.
TRAIT Q-^. Radicalism (Q-]_+) versus Conservatism of
Temperament (Q^-).
Well informed, inclined to experiment with problem
solutions, interested in analytical thinking,
reading, altering custom and tradition, leading
and persuading people versus a tendency to uphold
tradition and maintain the status quo.
L T (q)p.
TRAIT
Q^.
(Qo-7.
y__

^

Self-sufficiency (Qp+) versus Group Dependency
.

^

.

Resourceful, resolute, accustomed to making own
decisions alone versus going with the group,
valuing social approval, conventional, fashionable.
TRAIT Qn. High Self-Sentiment Formation (Qo+) versus Poor
Self-Sentiment Formation (Qo-).
Self-control, persistence, foresight, considerateness of others, conscientiousness versus impulsiveness, readiness to give up, and a relative unconcern
with the effect of one's behavior upon others.
TRAIT Qh. High Ergic Tension (Qh+) versus Low Ergic
Tension (Qj,-).
Tense, excitable, irritable, irrationally worried
versus phlegmatic, composed.
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